Biliverdin reductase, a major physiologic cytoprotectant, suppresses experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis.
Oxidative stress plays an important role in the pathogenesis of multiple sclerosis and its animal model, experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis (EAE). Bilirubin is regarded today as a potent antioxidant. Recent studies show that the potent antioxidant actions of bilirubin reflect an amplification mechanism whereby biliverdin reductase (BVR) physiologically regenerates bilirubin in a catalytic cycle. We hypothesized that BVR might prove to be a new effective target for the treatment of free radical-mediated diseases. In this study, we demonstrated that treatment with BVR ameliorated both clinical and pathological signs of EAE more efficiently than treatments with traditional antioxidant enzymes. In vitro, interference with cellular BVR activity by siRNA elicited greater increases in reactive oxygen species and cell death than interference with the activities of other antioxidant enzymes. Further studies showed that BVR surpasses other enzymes by the multifactorial functions of its only end product, bilirubin, including anti-complement activity, and an activity that inhibits antibody-dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity of lymphocytes. Since BVR regenerates bilirubin in a redox cycle without significantly increasing the concentration of bilirubin, our results suggest that BVR may represent a novel strategy for the treatment of multiple sclerosis and other oxidative stress-mediated diseases.